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Fairness & Integrity Factory Unlimited

 

Raw proposal for a device to nurture evolivisation, compatible to now and then level of culture and 
technology. Utilize a long feasible automaton and its elementary core. Reconcile and adopt emerging 
representations of what all want: democracy of best technical match. Ever open to individual and team 
contributors, this factory room dedicates neutral machines to produce durable fairness and integrity. 
There's no view, strategy, religion, ruleset, policy, law prescribed or underlying or defined constant.
Make, bring, decide your favorite, with transparent reciprocal positive transitivity.

Domains of interest process and enact charters, agreements in intervals. The global essential moralethica 
(Gem) ranks first. Worth the undertaking of Earth to Mars kids from 10, or advocates of any team, 
variable from 2, allowing flexible delegate tree structures. Reasonably weighted voices generate or vote 
at their time and wish 10..50 golden rules. Citizens trust & respect the seasonally recalculated top 10..20 
of the Gem, and 10..50 in (sub)domains … Let's call such components of the best match democracy 
machine here metarules. Resembling preconditions or axioms, to which all value and procedure precepts 
and operational principles shall conform, they don't include content of the whatever to evolve.

How many of the living things will encounter families of friends of life every where and when. Or, millions 
& millions of researchers & engineers for 300 no 1000 years, or, 10 million metric tons of pure organic 
neuron mass delivering 160 gigawatts ... you tell me earthly garden dangers, some basic needs or 
nonoptimal bioautomaton design problems cannot be solved. Multinational conferences, declarations
on the one millionth anniversary of mankind unhappiness encourage to take action together.
The Parliament of the World's Religions hopefully initiated its 1993 Global Ethic also toward our planet.

Like with many orgs and initiatives though, traditional schemes often carry at least 3 drawbacks:
billions of humans (only) won't accept, own or even know such foundational agreements;
could they evolve themselves; select authoring team of some few, perhaps from narrow path
of dedicated professions or designated positions. Less spectrum, data, processing node raises error, 
mission risk, decreases area, reach for our desirable and noble intentions. The United Nations 
Development Group in some year queried one million of those lightmaking bipeds what all want …
Now why not do it, ongoing, effective in space, time & the power of thinking things of many kind.

An old baby turtle paddles through decades of happening of the night, déjà vu of the season, medium
of the year. Then one morning, alpha waves in its brain evoke an integrity factory engine blueprint.

The "OneRemedy" essay and "metarules_raw_proposal" offer details. The videos annotated here add 
water. All can "edit_the_machine", that is, contrive metarules. No worries, much of it was not quite my 
training or business anyway, and without consulting piles of literature, except SciFi of the 20th, because 
there one returns alive and hearty from 10 trips in the whole universe only, provided the shot before 
birth time loops could be tackled early enough.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlFIERt-nE7OvEkS6XOKucDpGCPAdgjo1


Annotations

For best experience, don't shuffle the playlist story. Login is not needed, but a few entries can vary with access gear 
or region or Youtube option, resulting in less clips than this document lists.
Recommended Youtube option: "Restricted Mode: Off".  Those bound to Restricted Mode here would formally rank 
perhaps near medium teenage  (eg, no shock moments, violence or other unsolicited explicit presentation).

The per-video annotations following might have a constant prefix:

<mr> –   metarule, axiom of this machine in the Fairness & Integrity Factory Unlimited 

anything else –   example, feature, description, reason concerning its framework

In the initial version, values like rule or age numbers are given for humans only, biologically evolved, not modified.

1. Light installation at Louisiana Art Museum   ]   Friskapa

Devices compatible to now and then culture and technology. Please enter the unlimited fairness factory
to visit a democracy of best technical match machine.

2. Sketch Town β Ver. / お絵かきタウン β Ver.   ]   TEAMLABNET
arbitrary comment:  sneak preview for "Designing Future Society for Our Lives" (Osaka 2025 – finally !) ? 

<mr> 24*7 available value, principle, procedure composer repositories. Machine & metarules open to 
evolivisation too. Everywhere access to inhabitants.

3. Of Monsters And Men - Little Talks - Piano Tutorial + SHEETS   ]   TutorialsByHugo

But without useful clockwork, ponders Plátōn, war on nothing except belief, custom, advantage, throne will 
keep costing losses in the billions.

4. Pedro Reyes y Edi Liquits... Disarm   ]   Jose Antonio Navarro

Could it be love, on Earth to Mars a dove? Things a friend of life wherever you travel, spheres of happiness on 
any level?  (encouraged mantra)

5. How Insensitive with a twist Pat Metheny Orchestration project Hired us!   ]   Ken Caulkins

<mr> Regions, cultures, orgs of business or religion or likemind or Ai or
(speakers for) Corvidae, Bertholletia or Cetacea manage their concords in interest domains and subdomains.

6. Verbos Harmonic Oscillator + Intellijel Rubicon = Pop Music   ]   isvisible isinvisible

<mr> Minimize distortions, unwanted feedback loops etc where possible, by design and technical.
The portal supports quick, fuzzy yet meaningful access to any objects relevant for users however.

7. Ring-mod soundscape on the Seaboard GRAND   ]   ROLI

Ragnarok?

8. amazing street performer at perth in australia (performer : oisinandmalachy.)   ]   John&Matilda

<mr> Develop, select, prioritize 10..50 precepts at your time and pace. All feeling entitled. Keen toddler,
old man, or advocate of any team, variable from 2.

9. Bojo loro angklung keliling jagat   ]   gono aja

<mr> One golden rule of the global essential moralethica (Gem) might concern violation, misuse or 
manipulation. 
(example: unfairness, voices unheard, structural misuse, account hacking, ...)



10. The Trons - DOS based robotic band   ]   Liz Quilty

No Caesar, lobby, caste, cult or entity like Ai, ecomonopoly, org, institution, party, elite or not, would far from 
domain, fair weight outshout destinies of the spheres. Less spectrum, data, processing node increases error, 
vulnerability, many mission-critical risks, decreases involvement, reach, creative synergy volume.

11. Robots Playing Music   ]   Sarfraz Leghari

<mr> Best technical match of team and person voices. Vote weight reflects achievements that benefit life
on Earth to Mars.
(example: Half-automated metering of accomplishments, contributions like points, percent, award, role, tax, etc,
in edu, training, research, engineering, factory, mgmt, care, service, cultural spheres, resulting in vote weight
of an individual, or team advocate account (might carry the sum for individuals in organization, enterprise, etc).
This needs no logging save counting external contributions at the democracy portal. The user is to categorize 
and present (scan-in, provide link to etc) certificates, references, sheepskins, tax assessments etc
if she/he wants increase vote weight with any other achievement (from real life).
Each root domain carries one subdomain  manage.VoteWeight.  Its subscribers administrate (multimedia 
content) tables to match beyond-portal-achievements with domain-own weight scales. The machine processes 
user provided sources through pattern and semantic recognition, and so on.)

12. Guro Moe - Short piece for octobass   ]   saftflaske

The Gem, representing every fair weighted voice, will on its own accelerate Gaia & colonies in outer space to 
beautiful ecospheres that work for and with … actualize tomorrow with enabled living thinks or throw, oppress 
dimensions of nondestructive synergy in exponents.

13. Greg Hosharian, plays "Sleepwalk"   ]   moForte

<mr> User interface responsively insures plausibility, verifies metarule and Gem conformance, prevents misuse.  
Created precepts increase vote weight when accepted.

14. On Longing Piano Cover by Lego Mindstorms EV3   ]   TECHNICally Possible

A golden rules compiler to do, synthesizer to practice, book to learn. On the self, the other, on convergence & 
noesis. The tools are there, choices then where.

15. Bowed Piano Peformance of Entrada by Stephen Scott   ]   BYU Magazine

<mr> Eden operates domains, each with own content & metaconditions. Generally one domain won't affect 
others in golden rules or meta-condition variables.

16. Bicycle Samba   ]   blackburst

<mr> Comprehensible, learnable, constructive utilization, benefitting individual sphere, domain project, life 
evolving on Earth to Mars.

17. MUSIC 解放区 w/Sofar Sounds TOKYO＿Sami Elu   ]   ISETAN 伊勢丹 公式チャンネル

Project & research workshop unlimited. Create, decide, enjoy, amend. Encourage personal, collective sanity. 
One product will be transitive reciprocal accelerando.

18. Microtonal Guitar Duo (Sinan Cem Eroğlu & Tolgahan Çoğulu) - Eman Dilo   ]   Sinan Cem Eroğlu

Weave, build together new golden rules of domain, theme or subdomain in their respective intervals. Beautiful 
melody develops on any level and scale.

19. SoundHive Session with YolanDa Brown   ]   ROLI

<mr> Compact, deduplicate formulative variations to one principle. Instantly verifying It, processable humanlike  
language exponentialize networking capabilities.
(description: Logic automation, datamining, semantic processing, virtual consultant modules etc feed
user interface.)



20. Best Video Installation Art at the Biennale in Santa Cruz Bolivia by SONIA FALCONE   ]   SoniaFalconeArt

<mr> Top 10..50 value, procedure precepts of a domain compile, rank and enact anew in its interval.
Vote count, weight, prio, rule age …
(description: ranking compilation of next charters happens 24*7 
example: @ 2:40 visualizes global recalculation of all top 50s, actuated through Gem change)

21. Interaction Kinetic Art with Robot Technology   ]   TAEYOUNG WI

<mr> Domains begin with #21. Variable Gem kernel + metarules overarch. Gem change in seasons: Domains 
invalidate inconsistency or conjunction, ranks fill until proper.

22. The Young Angklung Master, Azizi!   ]   sheishtebazile

Subscribe to any domain of interest. The 10-year-old would learn top 10, also of the Gem. Humans in the 20s
or 80s incarnate 20. It delivers everywhere.

23. Spring in Blue | Eurorack Modular Ambient   ]   r beny

<mr> Ranking and enactment machine core: No bias, no fuzzy logic or Ai components. Neutral mechanical 
computronium only, transparent for all users.

24. Dream wedding---played by piano robot   ]   JeackerShauw

<mr> The Gem enacts top 20 values & procedures of principle, an interest domain 10..50. Inhabitants trust & 
respect auto-ranked best 10..20 and 10..50.

25. 20101204201353r.mpg   ]   sittichoke muktier

Automatones: Control you decide, work they provide. Extent capability for productive effects, nano to macro, 
and for charter service to sanetients.

26. Continuous Life in a Beautiful World   ]   teamLab

Aqua circus farm and zoo: I want this life and eager too. With respectful meeting points in nature park 
undisturbed walk path and heaven arc.

27. Story of the Forest   ]   TEAMLABNET

Golden rules development, sharing a work-of-all Gem dome and operational decision management could 
enable more of all species and make winwin an exponential effect.

28. Music of the plants - TULSI | 432 Hz   ]   The Sound of Golden Light

Almost each wish to spread vegetation and fungi. However for dialog it seems they won't require human or
other proponents, only a loudspeaker.

29. Robot Music - featuring Shimon, the robotic marimba player   ]   The Kennedy Center

Will we reach agreements of principle, constructal charter sharing also with sanetients on chip, from
virtual consultant to nobot?

30. Bolero Toughness Training (trombone/pBone) :)   ]   Michael Munzert

Take nourishment, fabric or material. Engineering and optimizing it at large introduces new qualities, 
encompassing pan-species themes.

31. enra " Cloud Cluster "   ]   enra - motion graphics performing arts -

Validation, evaluation, heuristics, datamining, expert consultancy, Ai components, decision support:
layering on top of mechanical ranking core.

32. 4 Armed Mohawked Robot playing the drums   ]   James Burchill

Evolivisation merits It to evolve, live precept, procedure of principle, to enlighten mind, prospect of biology and 
transcend its dependencies.



Waveroamer »Power of Tomorrow«

New Voyage Offerings

☂ (1) Scylla & Charybdis ✺ (2) The Wishful Sailor ☽ (3) Healing  ☾ (4) We All Happy  ☼

Travel seaward along vitalising sounds of industries, living with things from around. 1

Don't shuffle; this floating, dancing, splashing programme tries to roll a little story. Our journey
will be raw and unconventional, allowing to play the mind. Book the full tour, or take only unknown trips.

You can win more benefit with a coffeetable question. We found these lines in early crew logfiles:
 

connect the billions of her mind
just wonder would i be another kind
exponential meshwork power
without skynet turning sour

why not make you it far better
fluke deer bird untie the tether
bountiful now operational soon
almost ease once reaching moon

on wild reason routine logic sheer
aeons could not bring me here
leave thy zorb heal this fear
its past weather people or disaster
change procedure to thrive faster

givetake rules each one will own
light the spirit project season tone
learn try love the plus at all
do value sign creations call

mad corruption then my globe wont see
no war chains or that depth of poverty
what means any living thing to man
when bar precept one through ten

such line of day old or young can say
much program run machines to play
let gardens bloom heartwork reign
wood and vein keep kernels sane

Atropos, Daedalus, Eupraxia, Euthenia, Peisinoë, Phantasos, Zenon – who could have voiced the above? 

The following annotations contain at least one good answer.

1  Disclaimer: To some %age similar portefeuilles d'itinéraires emerging elsewhere in the 21st  tell we rollercoast
in a rockbarge at which event horizons & number of tourers raise probability of inadvertent topoi convergence –
products of independent paths, individual experiences since the 20th.

] ve

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlFIERt-nE7OYl9NWgnnT1-k9CS-XooNa


Annotations From Early Seafarers

including rewrites of non-English song texts

For best experience, don't shuffle the playlist story. Login is not needed, but a few entries can vary with access gear 
or region or Youtube option, resulting in less clips than this document lists.
Recommended Youtube option: "Restricted Mode: Off".  Those bound to Restricted Mode here would formally rank 
perhaps near medium teenage (eg, no shock moments, violence or other unsolicited explicit presentation).

☂  (1)   Scylla & Charybdis

1. The Tumbled Sea - Emily's Song   ]   SoundBankOfTheYear

Save thy boat, run the museum.

2. Nico - Afraid   ]   martin venator

Ever witting Peisinoë with casebook chapter Egomania on parchment: Most Clever (Kickwrestlers) to Dominate, 
or Else ...

3. Sun Ra - Kingdom Of Thunder   ]   The Orchard Enterprises

Go for the game. Elephants are out. Spencer a solution stout.

4. Kokoroko - Ti De   ]   Brownswood Recordings

Techne to Pythagoreans: Dress, eat, drink engie, veggie, micro thing, trialed not wild.

5. Baaba Maal - Dreams of Kirina   ]   Playing For Change

Fission mission accomplished for me it brings the greater supper tea.  Epiphron teaching Agon.

6. Perpetuum Jazzile does Libertango in a Buenos Aires restaurant   ]   Perpetuum Jazzile

It's cheap & plentifold the Spartiate Kydoimos told.  Although unbearable for Martian dweller, Kzintoshi feel 
invited to this strong seller, ;; ...

7. Dave Pike Set Sitting on my Knees.avi   ]   thehificlub

Steam on 4 4 724, no dumb ? say. Run free then on once owned pay. Test & eval things by time of taker until 
there will be done the maker.

8. Forget Every Time by Broadcast   ]   1D1SR v.2

Great Babel and such might, and for half the biosphere a future bright. – Aletheia to Hermes, On Evolution of 
Language

9. Great Big Sea: Someday Soon   ]   steenmachine123

Working cultures do secure, not the sea rob vandal terror tour. Ataraxia, ponders Zenon, reminds of Agathon, 
or ... pops in Xenophon: City is cleaner now.

10. Newen Afrobeat feat. Seun Kuti & Cheick Tidiane Seck - Opposite People (Fela Kuti)   ]   Enlamakinita

Ideolo-belief wit dah me-win kills if no develo-process an no from all wills. – Listen to that Carthage fella for he 
would some stories know to tella.  (Amechania, encouraging Dion for Philia and Sophia)

11. Crazy (live) - Northern Portrait   ]   indiepop4me

The problem of life. It can’t be trust, sneak kayo and bite we must. When I grow I need I want ... We are to 
protect intense from the other’s pure defence.



12. Sinewave   ]   Mike MedicineHorse

Here or far, viewing it or not the lamb, climb, step over these and them, gives you soon much gold and gem.
– Neikos near Zêlos to Polemos
(next episode: Eprom memes, Dna, Computronium Buddy)

13. Game of Thrones theme song played by the Queen's guards   ]   Omer Barnea

Pluto, what're they ... Throw others to the knee, saves Costa Rica & plan B. – Emergency rescue, disaster relief?
Protect from life & garden thief?   I never get used to this new beef.
(Destroying is the easy king, and eternity's best sting.)

14. Stereolab -LesYper Sound (Live on Jools Holland) [NEW]   ]   VimanaRama

Yumyum, flesh a life is pyramid. – Could be anything beyond Our Divide Almighty, then?
(Socrates the Nerve-Racker, crucified)

15. Dead Man's Bones - Pa Pa Power   ]   JonTheDandy

Purpose destruction be my needs, such boil the deeds. Well you needn't. 333 different options.
– On Convenience, Diogenes, EAC DLXXXIV Vol.10 Pt.43  (eternal aphorisms of cynics on parchment)

16. Cranberries - Empty [Piano Tutorial] Synthesia | passkeypiano   ]   passkey piano

Ah, I wont keep lying around. For me there is no bound. Wanna whizz! On sale for upgrade bliss! Nextgen vs 
oldies then!

17. Tanz Baby! feat. Musikarbeiterinnenkapelle - Und dann bleib ich, live @ WUK   ]   rockvideos.at
lyrics: Dance, Baby! - And Then I'll Stay
I pace about, would never cease, finding no such peace. Standing by on wings, to merely watch things. 
Somehow somewhen I'll run into you, and then. Somehow somewhere, just like that, you'll encounter me,
but don't forget: * (refr.: And then I'll be with you forever, and then you'll be with me forever.) * Glimpses  
throughout you took but empty this world would look. The night is lone, heavy thinking prone. * And I know you 
be there, only to mess about somewhere. So long in the blue that I waited for you too. And I know it'll be at last, 
on this day things will happen fast. This is the way we're going to go; only who dream can see then though.

Now and then a voice of doom will shout into the oaring room: Be not afraid to change some play,
but requisite shall stay. – Plátōn & Critias

18. Hauschka - OffBeat Session   ]   beatcasttv

Always win the volume graze from infinite smallparts in that place. – The School

19. RESONATORS 014 by Ferdinand Försch   ]   ferdinand foersch

Won't know relief who began this suffering even when for all the toll comes tougher in. – Prometheus

20. Meat Beat Manifesto - Please   ]   carrierfreQ

Trancing at an Antikythera of Archimedes' neophytes  …  Hēphaistos!  Maketh me such automaton please,
Talōs replica, with thunder & these. (Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus)

21. Richard Hawley - The Ocean   ]   Leonard Winters

And how many questions learn like when for good we yearn why rolls if I feel right odd this ship so tight.
– Leucothea

22. Dead Can Dance - Summoning Of The Muse   ]   Anabela de Abreu

char * the_most= more(); char * more() {return more();} 
Eudoxus, On Exhaustion in the Subway to Heaven

23. Lawrence D. "Butch" Morris - Nowhere Everafter (III)   ]   CDBaby

. __ ~~°\/°~~ (`v´) (`±´) /`- ´اا` ( ͡° ͜ʖ͡°) -´\ __ .



✺  (2)   The Wishful Sailor

24. Neil Finn & Friends - Paradise (Wherever You Are)   ]   roadofrarotonga

Why wait? 

25. ARTHUR LEE & LOVE- Alone Again Or   ]   jeffo0771

The armies investigated ayahuasca, this they found.

26. CeeY - Sorrow   ]   Fantastic Video Channel

Some to be a winner, and why not the sinner, fading who stays thinner. – Dionysius, On Invariance & Alterability

27. Nouvelle Vague - Eisbaer   ]   songsforhh
lyrics: New Wave - Ice Bear
Wanna be in ice bear legion, in the cold polar region. Wouldn't have to roar no more, with all things clear or or. 
Ice bear. Cool ice. Ice bears don't ever weep yeah.

… how high the price of being high, what billions does it cost a sigh. On wild reason routine logic sheer, aeons 
could not bring me here, leave thy zorb heal this fear, its past weather people or disaster, change procedure to 
thrive faster, givetake rules each one will own, light the spirit project season tone ...
–  ..., sister of the Kharites; niece of Demeter, Philia; cousin sister of Arete, Daedalus, Eirene, Euthymia, 
Harmonia, Ktesios, Techne; stepmother of Eunomia, Kalokagathia; granny to Hygeia, Eudaimonia; ...

28. Erik Truffaz - The Walk Of The Giant Turtle   ]   jazzlaca

⍎'⎕',∈N⍴⊂S←'←⎕←(3=T)∨M∧2=T←⊃+/(V⌽"⊂M),(V⊖"⊂M),(V,⌽V)⌽"(V,V ←1¯1)⊖"⊂M'
 

Ageold concise game and way cool clear, tomorrow never knows how be dear, yet still hopes like with no tear. 
Yaah. 4 me enough to reach, no plenty on tis beach, now dont you brag and cast dah tings dat could much 
much better, fast. – Aergia, Dysnomia, Hypnos, numb-lulling Techne, Sophia, Soteria, Euthenia, Harmonia  

29. Khruangbin - Cómo Me Quieres (Official Video)   ]   Khruangbin

A world full of fools to get aint make them bad people yet.  –  Hypnos

30. Opium tea.avi   ]   steenie20254

In the cloud, Daedalus can rest, or work with Eupraxia to its best. – Demetrius Lacon

31. The Natural Yogurt Band - Forever Drowning   ]   caminantesolitair

Tantalus said Sisyphus, news, change & destinies, why does all this harm & ache not cease. – Oh, let the Moirai 
guide and Eleos walk on tide:

32. The Radio Dept. - Slottet #2   ]   nousdejavu

• But did not Themis' whisper strike quite before such hike to temples of all flavors spread.
Why not gaming so much more instead:
for each domain with purpose and reason there shall grow its season a time to create compute enact
your precept of choice and fact let evolivisation work for the being in a heaven burg
thence with no suffer and no kill eternal ages golden rules fulfill …

33. Crazy Game - Indigo Girls   ]   Anita Wirawan

• what novelty did not appear less convenient there and here

34. The Clientele - The Dance of the Hours   ]   Vanya Garden

• Software runs it. Rules, algorithms, relations, infobits wiring brains and other learning machines.
No matter if empirically retrieved, logically derived, multisource-proven or half or fully fabricated. 
and if tree wants bloom and mind create there shall be solutions for a wiser fate
– Athena



35. Cuarteto Voy y Vuelvo - La vida mágica [Valparaíso]   ]   Cuarteto Voy y Vuelvo
lyrics: Los Jaivas - The Life So Magic, Oh Yes
… we are taking, carrying ... being Valparaíso, going Santiago. This magic chronicle, touch, touch and play … 
lovely Montevideo, reaching Buenos Aires.

• now a little detour live on boat with the teleporting crystal glass remote

36. Billy - You're Not Alone (Embrace cover)   ]   Pratchaya Chaichana

ET exist, 50 % Ai-detectable only, 50 % too far away. At least the first portion is sane. – Zenon, proposing space-
between-points conundrums to Euclid. Heliosphere quarantined by Milkyway Boulē. – Euclid's intuitive solution

37. Choir! Choir! Choir! sings Toto - Africa   ]   Choir! Choir! Choir!

Wrong, but it's not a point, even when uncanny, these times & many. 1+ billion. Mr Market Gamebling Tall, 
Great Lord from heaven do it all.

38. Gedanken (Thoughts) by Puhdys   ]   MontoyaSebas

Meeting Apate or Hecate can be tragic, a walk with Phantasos, Techne magic. – Epiphron

39. I saved the world today - Hey hey, es wär so wunderscheen - Hannes Urdl - Eurythmics   ]   Hannes Urdl

(nonminus + minus minus) × b ×  intellect amplifiers × automaton × inorganic sanetients  =  b ** mind
{b – biological billionbillions, not limited to bipeds;   intelligence amp – computer, network, puzzle, ...}

40. Stop Me If You Think You've Heard This One Before by The Smiths - Full Band FC #2269  ]  EliteRhythmGaming2

Cybernetic game of life enactment & effectuation. Question the self, inquire the other. Paternoster change.

☽  (3)  Healing  ☾☼ ve

41. Seikilos Epitaph - Cesurae   ]   Dávur Juul Magnussen
lyrics: This nap alive thou shalt thrive.

early Just Polis of Platon & Zenon, Dàtóng, Basil of Caesarea, Táohua Yuán Jì, Mazdak the Younger, La Cité des 
Dames, Juan Luis Vives, Bensalem / New Atlantis, Johann Friedrich Struensee, L’An 2440, The Children of Peace 
(Ontario), Monte Verità, Roosevelt (New Jersey), Island of Pala, Synergia Ranch, Manna (Marshall Brain)   … 

42. Combustible Edison - Utopia   ]   felinarina

Wait. suffer. Wait. kill. Wait. drink. Way-IT!

43. Aufstehen, aufeinander zugehen   ]   Zehnder Bruno
lyrics: We'll wanna stop sitting or defend, and walk toward the other hand. Learn to learn from each so much, 
managing a we together such. To not remove the self try comprehend if there's any we don't understand.  (refr.) 
* Eternally we hung around, more than nuff debate was sound. It's doing time, let things happen but a crime.
* Every source can bring more wonder, growing diversity with greatness fonder. We sing new songs then there 
or here, new lyrics loud and clear. * In a world given to all guest and feather, if we not make a fest together,
will mankind only lose its better. * Turning neighbor the stranger lone, that occurs then seldom on its own.
Near and far becoming friends, this a wish toward the ends.    [a children's song, also in the church]

Wills of others, much of own, creating the constructive tone. Voice in your better dream, all time, 
with Harmonias quintessence on all sources being compiled each season.

44. Le Futur Pompiste - "Don't Let Go"   ]   DistroKid

One wonders it want theirs new Wonders of the World. A voice that needs no phaser, nor any of a disgracer.

45. Jamie Cullum - If I Ruled the World (BBC Proms 2010)   ]   Reinis Vazdiks

Golden rules calculated just from every source, with a little help from neutral computronium cause.
That which can be done to stay, before tomorrow yesterday, effort weighing benefit & ray:  an Eutopia.



46. 12 Pianists: Thomas Turek Thermal-Tango 1 piano 8 hands   ]   ChristophSischka

2 Eve 2 Adam rule the mule. Role to skill, fairconomy unlimited, and will, people up the hill, on wealthy food a 
team it's still.

47. LeipJAZZig-Orkester Leitung: Stephan König "Twelve Points"   ]   Stephan König

templet minimal kapellmeister all orchestra concert twelve champions

48. Percussion Staff team building project   ]  pederdrum

Eons of nice could soon be sound if we enable each one around.

☼   (4)   We All Happy

49. The Go! Team - Voice Yr Choice   ]   The Go! Team

Steer to light, tasty killers fight. Nobody is to become a veggie here, make bring choose your better beer.
– Garden Metarules of Empedoklēs

50. Matsuda Mitsuyoshi - "Evening Melody"   ]   champs0606

Wanderers on parabola beach, the infinite near they never reach. – Athena to Geminus

51. Peace - The Sound Defects   ]  Chaman Attack

Consentience processor run brings unharming fun on 1000 islands in the sun. Give the good we truly would.
Love living now, daily menu how. – Zenon of Citium

52. Paradies   ]   questfleisch

20 creative hours or 50 if efficient. Begin Eternalocene with enriching end.
Meet the gold of first & third, of synergetic bliss unheard.
– Euthenia, adding to initial word.

53. Blue skied an' clear - Slowdive   ]   raymundo400

wake Finnegan wake for Euthymias sake

54. Thievery Corporation - The Cosmic Gate [The Cosmic Game]   ]   faisca5

Wave, sound and resonance, said old baby turtle by the reef, make the world at any zoom or lens,
and trees grow in the leaf.

55. Spacelab | Kraftwerk 3D München 2011-10-12   ]   minivanification

One of our expert teams, current project is weather. Thanks for watching.

56. Beluga / White Whale Noc imitates human speech   ]   Jens Jensen

Unvollendete

57. Ravenmania Part One   ]   inxcapable

Encorvidae



58. THAILAND'S ELEPHANT ORCHESTRA PLAY   ]   Kids Age
Please note:  Such anthropocentric 'turbo skills' still happen unfortunately often through early physical torture 
and then conditioning of psyche & behavior. Coercion is visible also in this video.   –  See for instance:

• "Conservation for Whom? Elephant Conservation and Elephant Conservationists in Thailand", 
hdl.handle.net/2433/141762

• futureforelephants.org/en/latest-news/blog/paul-barton-advise-for-elephants-world-to-become-ethical

• theatlantic.com/science/archive/2016/05/elephants-tourism-thailand/483138/ 
– the story of Somjai & mahout Chai

Not being included to endorse unethical practice, the video nevertheless can demonstrate (learning) potential
of our earthly companions. Though transmuted, shaped strictly to artform of human culture.
(So the non-scientist, non-biologist may quickly recognize along the playlist themes rolled here.
This 'orchestra' was established before the Btm democracy project anyway. Others, serious science researchers, 
interface with uncivilized animals in their original habitat only, or at least avoid conditioning and coercion.)

On natural capabilities of our brothers, sisters, ancestors to make even artistry contemplated
Hermann Samuel Reimarus in 1760:  "General musings on the drives of animals, focusing on artistic drives: 
towards knowledge of interrelatedness of the world, the Creator and ourselves".
Hardcopy in German:  books.google.com/books?id=c3FRAAAAMAAJ&pg=PAPP5
The academic studied some animals in detail and was convinced they carry some soul, psyche and inner spirit. 
With "artistic drive" he wanted to express that like humans other animals in their own way develop skills,
and maintain and use them self-contained. It would be also their nature to determine actions themselves.

You will find in numerous videos with unrestricted online access that land and sea birds and mammals react to 
harmonics, music etc. But who did inspire the first flute player at the cave, or Antonio Vivaldi?
And the yodeler above too produces this tune perhaps only in captivity and certainly deserves coastal shelter 
like whalesanctuaryproject.org. Many in the wild engage in chat-singing or karaoke however,
and 'our' individual probably adapted essential behavior to changed environment. 

& thx 4 dish
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